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As theoretical physicists,  
we frequently met computation with  
polynomials, rational functions 
and matrices with polynomials, rational functions …

• Feynman integral reduction 
• Differential equation for Feynman integrals 
• Solve Bethe-Ansatz equation  
• Find the minima of a super-potential …



It is not surprising that 
in many cases, the polynomial/rational function computation 
is the most time and RAM consuming step 

in many cases, the polynomial/rational function part 
is the longest component of an analytic result 

The key to polynomial/rational function problems 

is computational algebraic geometry 



Algebraic  
Geometry 

Computer 
Algorithms

Computational  
Algebraic Geometry 

originated in 1970s 
thrive from 2000s 

Bruno Buchberger, Frank-Olaf Schreyer, Jean-Charles Faugère 
David Eisenbud, Michael Stillman, Daniel Grayson, Wolfram Decker …



Overview

Concept Basic commutative algebra 
and algebraic geometry

Software Mathematica, Maple 
Singular, Macaulay2, Bertini 



Reference

Ideals, Varieties, and Algorithms: An Introduction to Computational Algebraic Geometry  
and Commutative Algebra, David A. Cox, Donal O'Shea, and John Little

Using algebraic geometry, David A. Cox, Donal O'Shea, and John Little

A Singular Introduction to Commutative Algebra, G. Pfister and Gert-Martin Greuel 

Algebraic geometry, Robin Hartshorne 
Principles of Algebraic geometry, Phillip Griffiths and Joe Harris

Lecture Notes on Multi-loop Integral Reduction and Applied Algebraic Geometry 
YZ, arXiv: 1612.02249



Concept:  Polynomial ring and ideal

R = F[x1, . . . , xn]Polynomial ring

field, C,Q,Z/p,Q[c1, . . . cm], . . .

An ideal I in the polynomial ring R = F[z1, . . . zn] is a linear subspace of R
such that, For 8f 2 I and 8h 2 R, hf 2 I.

The ideal in the polynomial ring generated by a polynomial set S is the
collection of all such polynomials,

X

i

hifi, hi 2 R, fi 2 S.

This ideal is denoted as hSi.



Concept:  Monomial Ordering

Let M be the set of all monomials in the ring R = F[x1, . . . xn]. A monomial
order � of R is an ordering on M such that,

1. � is a total ordering.

2. � respects monomial products, i.e., if u � v then for any w 2 M, uw � vw.

3. 1 � u, if u 2 M and u is not constant.

We use the convention zn � zn�1 � . . . � z1 for all monomial orders. Given
g1 = z↵11 . . . z↵n

n and g2 = z�11 . . . z�n
n ,

• Lexicographic order (lex). First compare ↵1 and �1. If ↵1 < �1, then
g1 � g2. If ↵1 = ↵2, we compare ↵2 and �2. Repeat this process the tie is
broken.

• Degree lexicographic order (grlex). First compare the total degrees. IfPn
i=1 ↵i <

Pn
i=1 �i, then g1 � g2. If total degrees are equal, we compare

(↵1,�1), (↵2,�2) ... until the tie is broken.

• Degree reversed lexicographic order (grevlex). First compare the total
degrees. If

Pn
i=1 ↵i <

Pn
i=1 �i, then g1 � g2. If total degrees are equal,

we compare ↵n and �n. If ↵n < �n, then g1 � g2 (reversed!). If ↵n = �n,
then we further compare (↵n�1, �n�1), (↵n�2, �n�2) ... until the tie is
broken, and use the reversed result.

• Block order. We separate the variables into k blocks, say,

{z1, z2, . . . zn} = {z1, . . . zs1} [ {zs1+1, . . . zs2} . . . [ {zsk�1+1, . . . zn} .

Define the monomial order in each block. To compare g1 and g2, first
we compare the first block. If it is a tie, we compare the second block...
until the tie is broken.

All monomials 
are sorted.



Concept:   Polynomial division

Divide a polynomial over a set of polynomial 

It seems that it can solve the ideal membership problem … 
But it does not …



Concept: Groebner basis

For an ideal I in F[x1, . . . , xn] with a monomial order, a Groebner basis
G(I) = {g1, . . . gm} is a generating set for I such that for each f 2 I, there always
exists gi 2 G(I) such that,

LT(gi)|LT(f) .

invented by B. Buchburger, in the namesake of his supervisor, W.Groebner 

Ideal membership problem is solved. 

Ideal identification problem is solved. 

• Polynomial division over a Groebner basis, provide a unique remainder,
independent of the polynomial order.

• If f 2 I, then the remainder of f over the Groebner basis is zero.

• The remainder provides a canonical representation of F[x1, . . . , xn]/I.

• With a fixed monomial order, the reduced Groebner basis is unique.



Concept:  Companion matrix

If p 2 Z(I), then f(p) is an eigenvalue of the companion matrix m[f]. On the
other hand, any eigenvalue � of mf corresponds to some p 2 Z(I) and � = f(p).

trM[f] =
P

p2Z(I) f(p)

In physics, we frequently evaluate a function over a solution set 
, and then take the sum. 

Cachazo-Yuan-He Equation 
Bethe Ansatz Equation

R/I = span
�
b1, . . . bk

 

We consider the linear representation of R/I,

[f · bi] = aij[bj], [f] 2 R/I

companion matrix



Concept: Modules

Clearly, Rm is a module. Any ideal of R is a module. We mainly consider a
sub-module of Rm.

A module is an analogy of linear space, in algebraic geometry. The biggest
difference is that for m 2 M and f 2 R, 1f m is not defined.

A basis of a module is a set {m1, . . . ,mk} inM, such that m1, . . . ,mk generate
M, and if

f1m1 + . . .+ fkmk = 0, fi 2 R

then f1 = . . . = fk = 0.
In most cases, a module does not have a basis. If it has, then such a module

is a free module. Rm is a free module.

A module M over a ring R = F[x1, . . . , xn] is an abelian group, such that

• f(m1 + m2) = fm1 + fm2, for f 2 R and m1,m2 2 M,

• (f1 + f2)m = f1m+ f2m, for f1, f2 2 R and m 2 M,

• (f1f2)m = f1(f2)m, for f1, f2 2 R and m 2 M,

• 1m = m, for 1 2 R, m 2 M.



Concept: Syzygy

Consider {m1, . . . ,mk} in a moduleM over R. All tuples {f1, . . . fk} such that

f1m1 + . . .+ fkmk = 0, fi 2 R

form the syzygy of {m1, . . . ,mk}. The syzygy is a sub-module of Rk.
If M is a sub-module of Rl, then each mi can be written as a column vector

with polynomial components. Define A = {m1, . . . ,mk} as an l⇥ kmatrix, then
the syzygy is,

kerA \ Rk

Syzygy can be understood as solving homogenous equations 
with polynomial solutions.



Concept: Lift 

Lift computation can be understood as  
an inhomogeneous version of syzygy computation

For f1, . . . fk, g 2 Rl, find a list of polynomials ↵1, . . . ,↵k

↵1f1 + . . .+ ↵nfk = g

One solution of the lift problem, can be computed from the Groebner basis. 

All solutions of the lift problem 
can be obtained from one lift solution + syzygy



Singular 



A computer algebra system for polynomial-related problems

https://www.singular.uni-kl.deSingular 

has been used for 

UT integral determination 
IBP reduction 
Spin chains 
N=4 Super-Yang-Mills

in physics

Open source (easy to install in Mac/Linux)



Warm-up: Interface to Singular in Mathematica

Interface written by M. Kauers and V. Levandovskyy 

1. Install Singular (it is difficult to install Singular on Windows) 
2. Modify Singular.m to get the binary path to Singular correct

SingularStd:           Compute Groebner basis in Singular with Buchberger algorithm 
SingularSlimgb:     Compute Groebner basis in Singular with a better S-pair reduction strategy 
SingularNF:           Compute the remainder of a polynomial/module division  
SingularSyz:           Compute the syzygy 
SingularLift:           Compute the lift 

SingularSlimgb can also be used as a linear equation solver with parameters 
for mid-size problems

https://www3.risc.jku.at/research/combinat/software/Singular



Warm-up: Groebner basis computation in Singular



Warm-up: Lift, applications for Feynman integrals 
with uniformly transcendental weights 

Consider the (D-dim) residues at the points ⇠↵, ↵ = 1, . . . n.
X

i

Res⇠↵
�
Ii
�
ci = bi

Solved in seconds with Singular interface, 
all UT in this sector obtained 

1

2 4

5

3

k1 k2

“All master integrals for three-jet production at NNLO”, PhysRevLett. 123 (2019), no. 4 041603 
Chicherin, Gehrmann, Henn, Wasser, YZ, Zoia  



Singular programing 

Singular language has a C-like syntax 

Run a Singular code as a script  

Easy to parallelise



A first example 
reduce the “tail” during 
the Groebner basis computation

show the progress

Ring definition

Groebner basis computation

Output file:   .ssi is the Singular format (fast) 
                      .txt is readable by other softwares (Maple, Mathematica)



C-like features 

A simple  
function 
to find the  
monomial 
coefficient

Library for matrix

“for” loop 
for finding 
generators 
in s2 only



With algebraic numbers 

r is the imaginary unit 

Several algebraic numbers ? Find the primitive generator

<latexit sha1_base64="dNAB6NAlWtx4vAcmCMRR9W+v/nU=">AAAB/XicbZDLSsNAFIZPvNZ6i5edm8EiuJCStKJuhKIblxXsBdpQJtNJO3QyiTMToYbiq7hxoYhb38Odb+O0zUJbfxj4+M85nDO/H3OmtON8WwuLS8srq7m1/PrG5ta2vbNbV1EiCa2RiEey6WNFORO0ppnmtBlLikOf04Y/uB7XGw9UKhaJOz2MqRfinmABI1gbq2Pv48u2upcalU6Qn2G5YxecojMRmgc3gwJkqnbsr3Y3IklIhSYcK9VynVh7KZaaEU5H+XaiaIzJAPdoy6DAIVVeOrl+hI6M00VBJM0TGk3c3xMpDpUahr7pDLHuq9na2Pyv1kp0cOGlTMSJpoJMFwUJRzpC4yhQl0lKNB8awEQycysifSwx0SawvAnBnf3yPNRLRfesWL49LVSusjhycACHcAwunEMFbqAKNSDwCM/wCm/Wk/VivVsf09YFK5vZgz+yPn8AenyT9Q==</latexit>

a =
p
2, b =

p
3

<latexit sha1_base64="r6Aet7KiEvqUiDtpNEnXNUpplzc=">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</latexit>

r4 � 20r2 + 16 = 0

a =
1

8
(�16r + r3), b =

1

8
(24r � r3)

<latexit sha1_base64="37x20KznCDL3Vmm/DlQC/maw51Y=">AAACIHicbVBNSwMxFMzW7/pV9egl2AqCUnZbUI+ilx4rWBXaUrLpaxuaZNfkbaEUf4oX/4oXD4roTX+N2bYHtQ6EDDNveLwJYyks+v6nl5mbX1hcWl7Jrq6tb2zmtravbZQYDjUeycjchsyCFBpqKFDCbWyAqVDCTdi/SP2bARgrIn2FwxiainW16AjO0Emt3EkFDNCCKVAFTFtaaNg7g7R0OPnLhSOKPaCxEUqgGAAFCQo0tnJ5v+iPQWdJMCV5MkW1lftotCOepFkumbX1wI+xOWIGBZdwn20kFmLG+6wLdUc1U2Cbo/GB93TfKW3aiYx7GulY/ZkYMWXtUIVuUjHs2b9eKv7n1RPsnDZHQscJguaTRZ1EUoxo2hZtCwMc5dARxo1rgFPeY4ZxdJ1mXQnB35NnyXWpGBwXy5el/Nn5tI5lskv2yAEJyAk5IxVSJTXCyQN5Ii/k1Xv0nr03730ymvGmmR3yC97XN6X0oX0=</latexit>

Here r means
p
2 +

p
3, the primitive element



Heavy computation, progress 
read an input file (an ideal)progress indicator

number of unreduced S-paris



Finite-field methods 
library for finite-field lift

Use multiple prime numbers to compute Groebner basis 
Automatically parallelized 
0 means to get the result with high probability 
1 means to check the result over Q definitively 



Module position over term 
first entry first

position over term 
last entry first

term over position 
first entry first

term over position 
last entry first

to eliminate the first entry



Syzygy 

Compute 
the syzygy 
of the five 
vectors

Find three syzygy generators (not two)

Here “gen(i)” means the i-th original vector



Lift
A new vector

Try to express the new vector as the linear combination of these 
vector with polynomial coefficients.

five polynomial coefficients.



Vielen Dank 
und 

Auf Wiedersehen


